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Summary

This report describes a follow-up experiment on the experiments with annotation systems done by

Kraaij(1987) and van Lingen(1986). A new Prolog-based annotation system was developed, to

incorporate the possibility of voice commands. A second major improvement was the replacement of the

analog cassetterecorder by a digital speech storage system on a PC with a hard disk. In the experiment we

compared the processing of voice annotations with the processing of script annotations that were

displayed on the computer screen, working with a voice-commanded system. The system contained

annotations on letter, word and sentence level in order to enable a more rermed analysis than had been

done previously. Sixteen subjects, all professional secretaries, participated in the experiment and had to

process both a voice-annotation task and a script-annotation task, by consulting each annotation and

making corrections in a paper copy of the document according to the annotations. Their actions were

registrated and they had to fill in a questionnaire.

The inquiry showed an overall preference for script annotations. This preference is for the greater

part based on the awkward processing of long, sentence-level annotations. However, on letter level voice

annotations are preferred by a majority of the subjects. Only on sentence level there is a significant

difference in processing time between voice- and script annotations, in favour of the last

The registration of the processing times was influenced by the (in)ability of subjects to work with

voice commands, requiring discipline and patience. The subjects themselves had no general opinion on

the use of voice commands. Five of them thought the working speed is increased, provided the

recognition performance is near 100 %. A lot of subjects mentioned some practical limitations of voice

commands.
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1. Design of the Experiment

1.1 Introduction

Starting point for the experiment described in this report were the results of the experiments by the

author (Kraaij, 1987) on the reception of voice and script annotations. Basic characteristics of the fIrst

experiment were:

Design based on experiments by van Lingen (van Lingen, 1986)

Heterogeneous group of subjects

Several annotators

Task setting: Subject =Author

voice annotations recorded on a computer controlled-cassetterecorder

lbe drawbacks of this experiment were:

No random access of the voice annotations

Design was not suitable for a solid statistical analysis of the event data

Task was too difficult for some subjects

We wanted to eliminate these drawbacks as much as possible in a second experiment. As a new element

we added a voice recognition module to control the system by voice commands. The basic characteristics

of the second experiment are:

Typed (script) or spoken (voice) annotations

Digital recording of voice annotations for random accessibility

Voice commands

New task setting: Secretary situation with professional secretaries as subjects

Processing of annotations on paper (equal to the previous experiment)

Design: Gmeco Latin square

The reason for adding voice input to the system was the idea that voice annotations could be especially

interesting in a voice-input command environment.

1.2 Task setting

We decided to implement the system without an editing possibility because it would introduce extra

complexity in the user interface. The subjects would have to pmctice the editor fIrst. After that we still

would be uncertain whether a lack of experience with the editor would influence processing time. We
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were interested in investigating the influence of the medium voice or script on processing time but we

did not want to measure the working speed with a more or less new editor. introducing extra learning

effects etc.

A significantly different task setting was chosen in comparison with the previous experiment. In the

present experiment we simulate a secretary situation. An author has written a document (e.g. a report).

the secretary has typed it on the Word Processor and afterwards the author entered his annotations on the

typed document in the system. At this point starts the experimental situation. Subjects are placed in this

situation and have to process the annotations. Because we could not expect expert knowledge on the

contents of the text (a scientific report). for the subject was not supposed to be the author (as was the

case in the previous experiment). we chose to leave out multiple. possibly conflicting annotations that

require a personal judgement of the information involved.

In the previous experiment each annotated item was provided with a cluster of annotations. We could

have decided also now to make a few clusters of annotations that confmned or were complementary to

each other. But in order to achieve simplicity we chose a representation of one annotation per item. This

corresponds with the situation that only one person (the author) has annotated the document. The task

setting with several annotators is more adapted to the author situation (subject is author) or the insurance

situation. where a specific document has to be annotated by several experts.

We chose professional secretaries as subjects in order to obtain a homogeneous group of subjects;

we also wanted to create a more realistic task setting by this choice.

1.3 Stimuli

After we had decided to start from a scientific report (which is often typed on a WP). we made a list of

correction tasks. ranging from simple to difficult, for instance about:

typing/spelling errors

style errors

upper/lower case changes

lay-out of headers and paragraphs

correction of a word or sentence (deleting / replacing / inserting)

numbers written as digits or spelled as a word

writing abbreviations in full

remarks on a fact

changes of the author's mind with respect to his former statements

changing the line distance or margins

The most frequent corrections in daily use (according to a professional secretary) are:

typing/spelling errors

changing words. sentences or paragraphs

lay-out instructions
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We chose for a document in the English language because it would give more freedom in making

annotations without becoming boring. Also, we thought it would be a bit closer to the real task of a

secretary working at the University. We realized that voice annotations could introduce some trouble

because English was not the native language of the subjects. We did not consider this a decisive

disadvantage, however.

Different kinds of annotations

Because the experimental system did not include an editing system, we could not instruct the subjects to

make lay-out corrections. For they had to process the annotations in the same way as in the previous

experiment, i.e., making corrections on a piece of paper with a copy of the document We can divide the

remaining annotations in three groups, at:

letter level: - typing / spelling errors

word level: - writing abbreviations in full

- correction of a fact (e.g. the name of a person)

- style correction

sentence level style correction

- adding, replacing or deleting a sentence

These three levels of correction may give a good impression of the influence of the length and difficulty

of an annotation on its processing time.

We left out the originally envisaged annotations with redundant formulations, nor did we include the

situation that the annotator changes his mind or doubts audibly while making an annotation. The first

possibility may be not so realistic and in the second case an annotator might rather reformulate the

whole annotation.

In order to be able to compare voice with script as a function of different kinds (lengths) of

annotations, annotations from each level (letter/word/sentence) were used. A number of special

annotations were added for some specific analyses. In the first place annotations were added which

comprised instructions to correct numbers in a table. To demonstrate the effect of the non-permanence of

voice annotations, the amount of digits which had to be corrected was varied: i.e. 2, 4, 8, or 12 digits.

The restrictions of the short term memory (7 elements) may favour the script-annotation system.

A second feature was introduced to demonstrate an advantage of the script-annotation system: the

accessibility of several annotations simultaneously. Some annotations were constructed in which the

subjects had to use the information of a second annotation for correctly processing an instruction. In

such an annotation, the subject was asked to add a reference to an article in a scientillc magazine. But the

subject had to consult a second annotation to obtain information about the notation and order of the

reference. The train of thought was as follows: the annotator made an annotation on the notation and

order of an existing reference. When re-reading the page, he adds an annotation for a new reference in the
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same format as the existing reference and refers to the annotation on the existing reference.

As the rust annotation of each document, an annotation on the lay-out of a heading existed. This

annotation was not used for the event-data analysis, but served as an introduction to the experiment For

further and detailed information on the annotations the reader is referred to appendix A.2.

1.4 Design

In this second experiment we wanted to do a firmly based analysis of the event data because the previous

experiment did not produce any discriminating quantitative results. The task of the previous experiment

consisted of processing four annotated documents (two documents with script- and two with voice

annotations). Each subject processed the four documents. The order voice/script was balanced over the

subjects. The design was less suited for quantitative analysis, because the voice- and the script

annotations were not exactly comparable, for the documents in which they were included were different

In the present, second experiment we took two documents of two pages each. Annotations were

made to those documents both in voice and in script-annotation system. The total number of subjects

was divided into four groups:

First Task Second Task

Group 1. voice - document 1 script - document2

Group 2. voice - document2 script - document 1

Group 3. script - document I voice document 2

Group 4. script document 2 voice - document 1

The basic idea for the analysis was that if the documents and their annotations were comparable, all

groups could be joined together, for the document variable would not influence the experiment and order

effects, either with respect to the annotation medium or to the document types, would be eliminated by

the balanced design.

Flow or the experiment

The experiment was subdivided in two sessions. The program for the subject Groups 1 and 2 was as

follows:

Session 1:

Session 2:

training of the speech-recognition program

practicing task with the voice-annotation system

experimental task (voice)

practicing task of the script-annotation system

experimental task (script)

inquiry

Eight subjects had to follow this program; the third and fourth group, together also eight subjects,

started with the script-annotation system.
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The final task of each subject was to fJJI in a questionnaire. We chose to use such an inquiry instead

of an interview (see previous report) in order to eliminate influences of the interviewer.

Subjects

The subjects were recruted from the secretaries of the University of Technology, Eindhoven. Conditions

to participate in the experiment were:

experience with word processing systems

knowledge ofand experience with the English language

Training strategy

The first session started with training the speech recognizer. The subject trained the system by three

complete passes of the command set After that the voice templates were verified in a test mode of the

speech recognizer. The subject spoke every command once again and the recognizer showed the

recognized word and its runner-up, i.e., the next-best choice. The experimenter kept notice of

misrecognitions and rejections. The subject had to retry such recognition errors if they occurred. (A lot of

the subjects passed this test mode without any errors.) When the recognition of a word was not

satisfactory. this word was retrained or updated, for instance by adding two extra templates to the existing

three templates. Then these words were tested again. After the first practicing task it was sometimes

necessary to retrain one or two words because recognition was poor. Before the second session. the

subject had to pass the test mode again, including retraining or updating of poorly recognized words.

The experimenter instructed the subjects to speak lively but especially to use a consistent intonation

throughout the whole experiment. A difficult task for some subjects!

1.5 Description of the annotation systems

Script.annotation system

The system is based on a Prolog simulation of a state transition diagram (cf. §1.7 and appendix C). The

state transition diagram of the text annotation system is shown in fig. 1.

yes

Fig. 1 State transition diagram or tbe scrlpt.annotatlon system
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The command menus in the different states are:

State Command

SI next, previous

number

page

extra

abort

S2 1,2

S3 1-15

S4 yes.no

Effect

Select the next or previous annotation -> S1

Enter the selection by number-mode -> S3

Enter the page selection-mode ->S2

The next selected annotation will be added to the displayed one(s) .> S1

Terminate the program ->S4

Select page 1 or 2 ->$ 1

Select annotation number 1 to 15 ->S 1

Confrrm to quit the program ->quit,S1

Note: Throughout this report English translations ofthe command names are used.

Fig. 2 shows the lay-out of the Sun screen in a specific state of the system. The basic fields on the

screen are:

- left:

- right,top:

- middle-top:

- right, bottom:

a page of the annotated document, with annotations represented by a square.

possible commands

last recognized word

the contents of the selected annotation(s)

The command menu of S1 shows two possible ways to access an annotation. Because the system was

going to be controlled by voice input, it was difficult to implement a kind of random positioning

system, as is possible with mouse-cursor control. We wanted to retain the possibility for a rather precise

positioning of the annotations. The fact that the annotations and their positions were part of the system,

(for there was no possibility for the user to enter new annotations) gave the possibility to define the

exact position of each annotation by just entering its X.Y position. But, instead of selecting an

annotation by mentioning its X,Y positions (which would require a grid) two other, different access

modes were chosen.

The first and a very simple access mode is the sequential selection mechanism using the commands

'next' and 'previous'. The previous experiment on the reception of annotations had shown that this

method was a 'natural way' to deal with annotations. To be able to jump to any annotation, the user can

speak the command 'number', followed by the number of the annotation he wants to select.

Another simple solution to the positioning problem could have been a direct selection of each annotation

(in state 1) by speaking its number. This would have made it necessary to display digits in the
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annotation markers. This was impossible because the markers had to fit between two lines of text

without covering them, which would result in a hardly legible, small font for the digit. A second

disadvantage would be the fact that the command menu of 51 would increase, and a large menu causes a

poor recognition. The problem to display digits in the markers was solved by enlarging the squares to a

larger format when the command 'number' is spoken. The markers zoom simply to a larger box that

contains the annotation number in normal size font. This larger box partially covers the text but that

does not matter because these boxes will unzoom to their original format when an annotation is selected

by speaking its number. Fig. 3 shows the screen with enlarged annotation markers in state 53.

The annotation markers carry additional information:

a marker filled with black identifies a currently selected annotation

an open marker, with a gray border, indicates that this annotation has already been consulted.

This enables the user to see at once which annotations still have to be processed.

If the user selects a non-existing annotation or terminates the program. the system replies with an error

message or asks for confirmation in a message window that partly covers the annotated text (fig. 4).

With the aid of the command "extra", several annotations can be displayed at the same time. The system

determines if there is enough space to display an extra annotation. If this is not possible, all displayed

annotations are removed. The present implementation of 'extra' implies a repetitive use of this

command to show more than two annotations simultaneously. The subjects had to open only two

annotations at the same time, so this was not a problem.
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Voice-annotation system

next

yes

Fig. 5 State transition diagram of the voic:e·annotation system

This system is for the major part equal to the script system. Fig. 5 shows the state transition diagram.

The command menus in the different states are:

State Command Effect

SI next, previous Select the next or previous annotation ->SI

number Enter the selection by number-mode -> S3

page Enter the page selection-mode ->S2

pause Stop playing the annotation ->S4

repeat Repeat the annotation from the beginning ->S1

abort Terminate the program ->S5

S2 1,2 Select page 1 or 2 ->S1

S3 1-15 Select annotation number 1 to 15 ->SI

S4 repeat Repeat the annotation from the beginning ->S1

continue Resume playing of the annotation ->.SI

S5 yes,no ConfIrm to quit the program ->quit.S1

Of course there is no possibility to play several annotations at the same time. So the command extra

can be excluded. Some special commands to control the playing of an annotation are: pause, continue,
repeat.
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1.6 Hardware

We can discern three modules which compose the system (cf. fig. 6):

.... RS-232 - P3200
sun

"RS-232"
80/08 -.... : converter ~ sro

•

""""
Low-passSUD monitor
Filter

Fig. 6 System components

- Sun 3/50 computer: Host computer including a monochrome monitor of 1152 X 900 pixels

- Speech-Recognition Board: Resides on a Philips PC P 3200

- Digital recorder: Based on an AD/DA board that resides on the same PC

- AKG Q15 Headset (microphone and earphone)

Because the PC is not a multi-processing computer, it was impossible to run a speech-recognition

program and a digital recorder program simultaneously. However, the Speech Recognition Board (SRB)

(see fig. 7) had the possibility to run its own recognition program as a stand-alone board. for the SRB

has its own CPU. The SRB is provided with a serial output that simulates PC-keyboard output. This

feature makes it possible to add voice input to existing MS-DOS programs on the PC. It is possible to

define a key string that is send to the keyboard-input of the PC. for each word that can be recognized.

The PC-keyboard interface is implemented as a synchronous simplex communication line. This means

that there is just one data line for both directions. The direction of the data is controlled by the clock

line. This clock line also determines the moment to read in the valid data. The data line of the SRB was

displayed on a memory-scope and showed a baud rate of nearly 4800 bit/sec (the documentation did not

give any information on this point). Fig. 8 shows the conversion circuit to make an interface according

to the RS-232 standard.
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r:::;:---
I SPEECH RECOGNITION nOAno

I
L

..... PC

Fig. 7 Hardware block diagram or the Speech Recognition Board

Functional description

TIl. RS-232
220V

5V
+ -

TIL IN : pin 3 keyboard
connector

RS232 OUT : pin 2 of
25-pin
connector

Switch to inven the input: - invened input for SRB signal
- non invened input for pc-keyboard data

4- VA-IS-IS

+15V

to serial pon Sun

RS232OUT

TfLin

from SRB

Fig. 8 Hardware of the conversion circuit
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By inverting the SRB-signal and converting it from TIL to RS-232 level (cf. fig. 8 and 9), the signal is

interpreted or abused as an asynchronous communication signal. Fortunately we could establish a reliable

connection with this method.

QockSignal

5V

o

- I"'""" ~ - - ~ I"'""" - I"'"""

Data signal fom SRB (TTI..-Ievel)

5V

o

Data signal after conversion to RS-232 level

+15V

OI---+--+-....- --I~_II____1I_---.;I_-.....-_I_-+--
-15V

Fig. 9 Data signals of the SRB before and after conversion

Headset

Because the position and the distance of the microphone with respect to the mouth is critical for correct

recognition of voice commands, the subjects had to use a head mounted microphone. During some test

sessions it appeared that the recognition performance of the SRB decreased during the playing of a voice

annotation by a loudspeaker that was placed next to the Sun monitor. This poor recognition was caused

by the non-directional sensitivity characteristics of the microphone. During the playing of an annotation,

voice commands disappeared in the background noise, i.e., the voice annotation which was picked up by

the microphone as well. This problem was solved by the use of an earphone, mounted on the same

headset
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1.7 Software

The experiment is controlled by a Prolog program which controls a graphics program, a communication

program which gets the input of the SRB and a communication program that controls the digital recorder

via a second RS-232 communication port. The Prolog programs were developed with and based on the

rapid prototyping system developed at IPO.

The backbone of this environment is a graphics program that can communicate with and can be

controlled by Prolog. In addition to this graphics program, Prolog primitives have been added to

communicate with the digital recorder and SRB. The Prolog program simulates a state transition

network. A transition can be defmed by:

network_name(state_from, state_to) :-

inpucaction(a),

condition_I,

condition_N,

action_I,

action_N,

waicfocnexUnput.

An example is a state transition of the voice-annotation system, the second column after the '%' signs

gives comments on the Prolog statements.

g(statel,statel) :

speech_command(next),

remove_message,

unmark_current_annotation,

page(X), document(A), nr_oCannotations(A,X,Y),

currenCannotation(Y),

retract(current_annotationL»,

assert(current_annotation(1»,

retract(currencannotation(NR»,

NRA is NR + I,

assert(current_annotation(NRA»,

),

mark_currenCannotation,

name_of annotation(Name),

tape_file(Name),

tape_play,

speech_in.

% input = 'nexl'

% calculation of the number of

% the next annotation

%

%

%

%

%

%

% display selection mark

% get name of speech file

% select speech file on recorder

% start playing of annotation

% wait for new input

The communication with the digital recorder was obtained by using the MS-DOS command CITY. This
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command redirects all I/O of the PC to its serial port This port is connected to a Sun port via the RS

232 serial interface. The Sun can control the recorder now by sending control commands to the PC.

More on software appears in appendix C.
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2. Results

2.1 Introduction

18 subjects took part in the experiment. The event data of the fIrst two subjects were skipped because we

discovered an error in the speech recognition program during theis sessions. This error was eliminated

after the sessions of these two subjects. During the sessions of the rest of the subjects (16), no further

changes were made to the system software. However, the inquiry data of the fIrst two subjects are

included in this reporL Those subjects are referred to as subject 17 and 18.

2.2 Results of the inquiry

General

When we compare the inquiry of this experiment with the interview of the previous experiment, we can

conclude that the response to an inquiry is more limited. When subjects do not know the answer to a

question at once they often give no answer at all in the case of an inquiry. Or, in that case the answers

are also often not clear so that some additional questions have to be asked to obtain a clear insight in the

subjects' opinion. But, with additional questions or explanations of the experimenter we are back to the

interview.

Questions 1 to 3 are treated in appendix B.l , they give information about the background of the

subjects. Full answers of every subject to questions 7 and 8 can be obtained in appendix B.2. The

following paragraph gives a condensed survey on questions 4 to 15.

Question 4:

What is your experience with the English language?

Did you have difficulty in this respect with understanding of the parts of the annotations that were

spoken in English?

Six subjects had a lot of experience, for instance because they had worked for some years in the USA.

The rest had more or less work experience (English correspondence or reports and English phonecalls).

Only one subject said she had not much experience.

Fifteen subjects did not encounter any diffIculty related to the English language in the experiment Two

subjects mentioned spelling and one subject understanding problems with a few words.

Question 5:

Do you have experience with dictation equipment?

Five subjects had no experience, seven had experience. Three subjects had only worked once with such

equipment

Question 6:

Did you have any trouble with the control ofone ofthe annotation systems, concerning:

the speech recognizer; ifyes , how often did this happen and was it annoying?
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Question 8:

Can you mention the advantages (+) and disadvantages (-) ofboth systems?

annotations in computer memory in combination with the original text that is also stored in

the computer:

A lot of different opinions exist on this point. It is interesting to look at the individual answers (see

appendix B.2). A significant part of the subjects (11) was more or less positive on the use of

annotations stored in computer memory (in voice or script form).

+ More personal

+ I rather listen to a voice than peer at a screen

+ Faster

voice

Question 7:

Woldd you be able I would you like to work with one of the annotation systems in a professional

situation and why? Please concentrate your answer on the use ofa speech recognizer and the fact

that annotations are not written on paper but are stored in computer memory.

practical value in professional working-environment:

Only a few subjects would like to work with the system, provided the recognition is well. The main

reason for a positive opinion is an increased working speed. The major part of the subjects had no

opinion on this point, which is not necessarily a negative opinion. These subjects did not want to give

an opinion yet, after such a short experience with the system.

speech recognizer as a command-medium:

Five subjects thought that a system with 100% correct recognition would work faster than a keyboard.

Two subjects thought the system would be slower and two subjects thought the speed would be equal to

a keyboard. Four subjects mentioned practical limitations: more people in the same room, phonecalls

etc.

- voice-annotation system:

Nearly all subjects mention rejections as a source of annoyance. A single rejection does not annoy but

frequent rejections demoralize the subject. Another awkward property of the voice system is the inability

to repeat only the last few words of an annotation. Especially the long response time of 'pause' forces

the user to repeat an annotation from the beginning, very annoying...!

- script-annotation system

It is remarkable that no one encountered serious problems in the script-annotation system, two subjects

mention some rejections but they were no source of irritation.

remembering commands, system operation. For instance, did you consult one of the manuals

during the experiment?

Two subjects consulted the manual on the command 'eXIra' , another subject used the word 'stop' instead

of ·pause'. The other subjects report no problems on this point.

other problems?

One subject complained that the microphone was too sensitive: the system responded to soft noises.

Another subject thought that having a cold could have been the cause of the poor recognition.
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+ Faster for the annotation maker

+ Faster because you can type (write) at once without reading rust

+ If the dictation pace is a bit slower, it probably works faster

+ Clear instructions especially in the case of small corrections

It's hard to keep up with the pace of the speaker( not in case of typing)

It's hard to insert long sentences and paragraphs

Headset is not comfortable

You have to repeat the whole annotation when you have missed just one word

Difficulty with the intelligibility of words

You can't repeat just one or a few words

It's hard to keep up with the dictation of long sentences. If recognition of the word

pause then is not reliable, the playing of the annotation does not stop and you have

to repeat the annotation from the beginning.

The 'pause' command doesn't stop the playing of an annotation at once (even if it is

recognized)

The user has to be trained to receive a dictation

Rather slow, because you have to wait until the annotation is finished before starting

processing it

It requires continuous concentration, when you are diverted, you have to start at the

beginning again

text + Works faster because the annotation remains visible as long as needed.

+ Easy to search back

+ The right spelling of a word is (supposed to be) on the screen

+ Permanently readable, maybe faster (because it is not necessary to repeat an

annotation)

+ You can read and re-read the annotations at ease

+ Easier

+ Immobile and permanently readable until the next command

+ Oear, in case of correcting sentences you can copy from the annotation

+ The annotation remains visible until you remove it

+ Less spelling errors

+ When I read something it sticks better in memory

+ The annotations are easy to read (clear font)

+ This annotation system is clearer, you only have to pay attention to the screen

It's a bit cumbersome
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Do you have a general preference for one of the systems? What is your preferencefor these Idnds of

annotations:

co"ection oftyping/spelling errors

changing or moving one or several words

changing or replacing a complete sentence.

When we take stock of the preferences mentioned by the subjects, we get the following result:

Table 1. Preference for annotation system

preference

overall

letter level

word level

sentence level

voice script

10 1

3

6

13 3

none

6

8

7

3

ad 1. one of these subjects had no preference when typing had been used instead of writing

ad 2. these subjects prefer voice, provided the dictation speed is decreased

ad 3. one of these subjects preferred voice in case of a slower dictation

The overall preference tends to be for script annotations. This judgement is probably based on the rather

awkward way subjects had to deal with long voice annotations. In case of annotations on letter- or word

level the situation is not so clear. A lot of the subjects thought they worked equally fast with both

annotation systems in that case. On spelling-correction level a preference for the voice-annotation system

seems to exist The seven subjects that preferred voice in that case can be subdivided:

two of them were devoted 'voice-lovers'. Another two subjects preferred voice only for spelling

corrections. Their overall preference was for script The remaining three subjects preferred voice for both

spelling corrections and word corrections, but they preferred script for the long annotations. As a result

of this mixed preference, they did not have a general preference.

The main conclusion is that voice is suitable for short annotations but , in this setting, not for long

ones.

Question 9:

What is your opinion on the sound quality of the voice annotations?

Each subject considered the sound quality to be good. One subject remarked that the speaking pace was a

bit too fast. Another one wanted a louder volume.

Question 10:

Are you bothered by wearing a headset?

Eight subjects were not troubled by the headset but ten other subjects complained about it:
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It's pinching my head, but you are not isolated from your environment (as is the case with

closed headphones)

Maybe in the long run, or in a professional situation.

Too large

It doesn't fit well, some pressure above the ears

Not really irritating but you are aware of it

No, but in a real-life situation it could be awkward ( when answering a telephone call etc.)

Question 11:

What is your opinion on the screen lay-out?

position and size of:

- script annotations

No subjects had negative remarks, the general opinion was: well legible, clear.

- the system (e"or) messages, did they catch your attention?

Every subject gave the answer 'yes' (but this was not always true for the voice-annotation system, when

a subject did not look at the screen at all).

- the systemfeedback messages about the last recognized word and the possible commands?

Four subjects did comment on this point:

- Surrounding field of last word was excessively large.

- Rather slow

- Not clear in case of two successive identical commands

- Rather large

Question 12:

Were you bothered by slow response times, if yes. which ones?

Three subjects mentioned the awkward response time of 'pause', one subject considered the feedback too

slow and another subject considered the whole system 'a bit slow'.

Question 13:

Did you think the screen was unquiet, in such a way that it bothered you?

(this concerned (dis)appearing of pictures on the screen)

All subjects answered 'no'.

Question 14:

Which commands did you miss or would be useful?

Seven subjects would have liked to have the possibility to repeat only the last few words of a voice

annotation.

Question 15:

How often was a command rejected (i.e., sometimes. never, often)?

Each line represents an answer of an individual subject, unless indicated otherwise:

- voice-annotation system: often, script-annotation system: sometimes
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- sometimes (3 subjects)

- repeal sometimes

- wice-annotation system: often

- repeat sometimes, next often

- number (no frequency indication by the subject)

- pause often

- next sometimes, yes a few times

- I think the rejections occurred because I spoke the commands too softly.

- a few times (voice-annotation system)

- continue and next a few times

- repeal a few times

How often did a misrecognition occur?

- voice-annotation system: sometimes, script-annotation system: sometimes

- never (2 subjects)

- sometimes some numbers

- next -> previous (neXl was misrecognized as previous)

- voice-annotation system sometimes

- 5 -> 6 (the number 5 was misrecognized as 6)

- 1 -> 3

- 10 (the number 10 was misrecognized)

- 2·> 5, next -> previous

- nearly never

. sometimes

- neXl sometimes

Were you annoyed by these rejections and misrecognitions?

Only some subjects. who encountered only a few rejections were not annoyed by recognition problems.

All other subjects were irritated by the poor recognition. This irritation resulted in new rejections etc...

Question 16:

Do you have other remarks about the system or the experiment?

- In the long run the headset was irritating my ears.

I feel myself pressed to speed by the system

Good solution for handicapped people (speech commands)

'The fans of the computers make too much noise.

Smaller screen, slower speaking pace would have been preferable

I think it's efficient when you are used to it, in the long run it works faster than typing everything

(including edit commands).

2.3 Annotations for making a reference

The number of subjects that. when instructed to do so, made a reference to an article in a certain.
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prescribed way was small. Six subjects used the command extra to show both annotations concerned on

the screen simultaneously. In the voice-annotation system, only two subjects jumped forward to the

indicated, second annotation and back, to obtain the missing infonnation necessary for a proper

processing of the frrst annotation. We can conclude that this special set-up to get quantitative results on

a specific script advantage (several annotations visible at the same time) has failed. Most subjects who

did not process these annotations in the desired way reported that it was not clear to them what they were

expected to do in this respect, or that they had interpreted the instructions in a different way. Two

subjects mentioned recognition problems while processing these annotations. They could not jump to

the indicated annotation and decided to wait until it would be selected by the sequential selection method.

2.4 Review of the processed annotations

Generally spoken, the processing of annotations was perfonned very well. Only the voice-annotation

system showed some understanding or recognition errors of the subjects:

Spoken by the annotator

oromiued

the method

analysis of variance

for each passage

for assessing

worse

developed

"Recognized" and spelled as

there omitted

a method

analysis of bariant

for each acid, for each accedge

for accessing

worth (2X)

developped

These errors show a disadvantage of the voice-annotation system, Le., the possibility for spelling errors

and especially in working with foreign languages, the inability to understand some words. But only eight

errors is much less than we feared (on a total of 18 x 23 =414 voice annotations). Provided the annotator

has a clear voice and his pronunciation is good, processing voice annotations is not substantially more

difficult than processing script annotations.

2.5 Event data

Our system registrated every input (i.e. a recolrnized command word) to the system. We defined the

processing time of an annotation as the period between:

Start: Selection of an annotation, and

Stop: Selection of a new annotation or page.

The precise measurement of the processing time suffered severely under rejections or misrecognitions.

Repeated rejections induced rather large measurement uncertainties because they were not registrated A
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complete registration of all spoken user commands (including rejected words) would eliminate these

errors. The only possibility to do this would have been a tape recording. Because this would introduce

extensive data processing (an interpretation of the registration file would have to be made with the aid of

the tape recordings) we decided not to add this extra registration. Errors due to misrecognitions were

eliminated by interpreting the event data with the aid of the session reports of the experimenter.

Mean processing times for each individual annotation.

Figs. 10 a-h show the processing times for the individual annotations of both documents. These

processing times can also be found in the tables of appendix B.3. These results are calculated over eight

subjects, for only eight subjects processed the annotations of document 1 in the voice-annotation

system, the other group of eight subjects processed them in the script-annotation system. These figures

also include the reading/listening time, the minimum and the maximum processing time. The

reading/listening time is defmed by the minimal time to read or to listen to an annotation. This time was

rather loosely defined: it was only measured by the experimenter himself. It serves as an indication for

the minimum processing time, i.e., without making any corrections on paper at all. The minimum and

maximum processing times are 'real' processing times for the subjects, calculated from the event data. It

is striking that just a few subjects produced a lot of the minimum processing times and another small

group of subjects produced nearly all maximum processing times. The minimum processing time is

interesting because in that case it is quite certain that no rejections or misrecognitions have occurred. It

might be a more reliable value than the mean processing time over the subjects to use in a comparison

between voice and script. Fig. 11 a-b show this comparison. We see that only the sentence level

annotations show a significant difference in processing time in favour of the script-annotation system.

The processing times for each individual annotation make it possible to show the results of a second

special test, i.e. the correction of a certain number of digits in a table. Each annotation of this set

(annotation 41 and 42 in document 1 and 2) instructed the subjects to correct a different number of digits

(cf. appendix A.2). Fig. 12 shows the results of this special test. We had expected that especially the

correction of 12 digits would favour the script-annotation system because of its permanency. In reality

the voice-annotation system is faster. An explanation could be the fact that the user could write while

listening (the dictation pace was slow) and did not have to look from paper to screen and back several

times. In another task setting (cf. §1.2) the result probably would have been different. However, it

should be noted that the differences in processing time between voice and script for each number of digits

are not significant. The explanations given above have the status of a personal impression, not of a

conclusion.

Mean processing times per category

Table 2 shows the result of a t-test after an analysis of variance on the processing times for each category

of annotations. In this analysis we started from the fact that each subject processed an equal number of

voice and script annotations for each category.
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Table 2. Mean processing times for each category of annotations (in seconds)

Mean proc. time (voice)

Standard deviation

Mean proc.time (script)

Standard deviation

P-value

letter level

14.3

7.8

13.6

5.5

0.45

N.S.

word level

21.6

9.7

23.6

14.2

0.17

N.S.

sentence level

130.9

47.3

75.7

20.7

0.00...

Sign.

We can conclude that only on sentence level there is a difference in processing times: then script

annotations are processed significantly faster than voice annotations.

Validation

Some extra analyses were done to verify the assumptions of the experimental set-up.

Table 3. A comparison of the annotations of document 1 and 2

(Averaged over voice and script)

mean proc. time

Stand. Deviation

Document 1

27.3

33.7

Document 2

28.5

29.5

A t-test resulted in a P-value of 0.65. This means that the assumption that the annotations of document

1 and document 2 are sufficiently equal is correct, for the mean processing times do not differ

significant1y.

Also, the mean processing time for each task category was calculated in order to investigate possible

order effects.
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Table 4. Analysis of order effects (t-test)

Voice-annotation system

as a frrst task as a second task

Mean proc. time 30.8 30.2

Stand. Deviation 36.5 41.1

P-value .901 Not significant

Script-annotation system

as a frrst task as a second task

Mean proc. time 25.2 25.4

Stand. Deviation 22.1 22.1

P-value .905 Not significant

We can see from the t-test result in table 4 that order or learning effects did not have a significant effect

in the experiment.

Subject differences

In order to have a closer look at the inter-subject variations we calculated the mean processing times for

each annotation category, voice and script. for each individual subject. The diagrams of fig. 13 show

these results. The corresponding data is included in appendix B.3.

When these diagrams are compared with the personal opinions of the subjects as expressed by the

answers on question 8 of the inquiry (cf. appendix B.2), we can not find any relation. The opinions are

sometimes confmned and sometimes contradicted by the quantitative data. The occurrence of rejections

could be an explanation for the absence of any relation. In order to have a closer look at subject variation

an analysis of variance was done on the results from 8 subjects (group 1 and 4) that performed the same

tasks, voice and script. (irrespective of the order of these tasks). Table 5 shows the result of this analysis

of variance:

Table 5. Analysis of variance on the subject effect

subject no.

Mean proc. time

1

27.9

4

29.5

5

23.8

8

26.8

9

33.4

12

26.6

13

25.2

16

34.6

F-test: P-value =0.0001
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Table 5 shows a significant subject effect. In order to have a more detailed look we did six analyses of

variance on each particular cell of the variable matrix:

Table 6. Analysis of variance on the subject effect for each category and medium:

Level

voice

script

letter

0.068

0.0000..

word

0.186

0.019

sentence

0.319

0.114

The result of table 6 may possibly be interpreted as follows: only in processing letter and word level

script annotations do subjects differ significantly. The processing time differences of all other annotation

types cannot be attributed to variations in processing speed due to habits or skills of the subjects and,

therefore, may be attributed to the inherent properties of these annotations (within the context of this

experimental set-up). Anyway the subject variation appears to be large. Too large to be sure that a

meaningful analysis of the effects of the annotation medium or the annotation length on processing time

is possible within the constraints of the present experiment. Reasons for this large variation in

processing times between subjects are probably: the individual working style and recognition

performance of each subject (cf. §3.2). However, these effects cannot account for the results of table 6

because they probably have influenced the processing times of all types of annotations.
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3. Discussion and conclusions

3.1 General observations

A number of general observations were made, e.g. on:

Speecb recognition

The major problem in the experiment turned out to be speech recognition. Working with the annotation

system required discipline and also patience from the subjects. The subjects that stayed calm during the

training- and the experimental sessions and used their full attention, generally did not encounter

significant recognition problems. On the other hand some subjects were frequently troubled by poor

recognition. This poor recognition, principally rejections, had one main cause: the fact that while

working with the system, people pronounce and accentuate the command words in a different way than in

the training session. Some subjects remarked this themselves. Often a kind of 'rejection-stress' occurs,

the subject fears a rejection or is upset by a previous rejection, this influences the pronunciation,

resulting in another rejection, etc. Subjects try to "force" a recognition by speaking louder or slower or

by accentuating the word in different ways. The only way to deal with rejections is staying calm and

trying a different intonation (a "neutral" intonation, i.e. the same as in the training session). Of course

more practice would have been a solution to this problem. Also some extra attention should be paid to

the training session. The question is whether you have to speak lively or just neutrally. The user can

choose but it is important that the user has a consistent intonation. The more practiced user can achieve

a high recognition perfonnance, but the problem is to train inexperienced subjects in a short time up to a

level where they can work with the system in an acceptable way.

Miscellaneous

Because it was possible to perfonn the voice-annotation system task by just looking at the paper copy,

i.e. without looking at the screen itself, some subjects did not look at the feedback fields on the screen at

all. Only if the system did not react to their commands they looked up at the screen in order to find out

what had gone wrong.

One subject did not understand the sequential selection mechanism, she tried to select an annotation in

the next line, indeed to the left of the selected annotation, by commanding previous.

One subject felt a bit "guilty" that all actions happened 'automatically', after the computer recognized her

commands without typing anything. This feeling is connected to her fear for extensive automation.

Some people used the command sequence 'previous'-'next' when the command 'repeat' was rejected.

In the script practicing task, some subjects tended to select a lot of annotations (as many as possible)

with the command 'extra'. The experimenter forbade them to do this in the experimental task because it

would make it impossible to calculate processing times for each individual annotation. But maybe in a

more prototype-directed implementation it would be reasonable to include the command "all" or to show

all text annotations simultaneously with the selected page.

A few subjects did not took up their task as coercive; "I liked to do it my way".
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A lot of the subjects did not like the headset: some of them, with long hair, did hardly manage to

position the headset in the right way.

3.2 Comments on the design of the experiment.

We hoped to be able to do a better data analysis than in the previous annotation experiments. However, a

lot of uncontrollable variables and intrinsic aspects of the system design have influenced the precision of

the registration of the processing times.

Specific properties of both annotation systems are:

Voice:

Script:

When recognition is good, it is not necessary to look at the screen

which results in fast processing times, but this situation leads to

confusion in case of rejections, misrecognitions etc.

The dictation speed is too fast for handwriting, it could be faster in case

of typing. Presumably typing would decrease the need to repeat an

annotation.

In case of an integrated editor with mouse, it would be possible to copy

text from the annotation itself.

It is necessary to look from the screen to the paper and back. In case of

an editing facility this would not be necessary.

Some subjects worked as fast as they could, resulting in more errors. Other subjects worked correctly and

very accurately. It is hard to estimate whether these differences in individual working style had a

significant influence on the processing time. Some subjects made the corrections on the paper copy of

the screen (as was presumed) but others used the back of that paper or a separate sheet. Some wrote out

the corrections completely, others worked with marks, lines and arrows as much as possible.

Another major influence is recognition performance. Because long voice annotations required the use

of some extra commands (repeat, pause, continue), they were more sensitive to poor recognition than

the long script annotations. The accuracy of the registration of processing time proper of short

annotations, both voice and script, also suffered from poor recognition. When for instance the command

'next' was rejected just once (rejections were not registered), the processing time was nearly doubled.

3.3 System Improvements

Voice-annotation system:

Maybe it would be a good idea to replace the command pause by stop, as some subjects suggested,

but stop had a bad reputation as far as recognition is concerned. Pause, "pauze" in Dutch, consists of

two syllables, thus has potentially a better recognition.

One subject suggested a kind of length indication for the voice annotations. In the case of sentence

level annotations, the dictation started before she was ready for it. A length-mark might give an

indication as to which kind of annotation to expect. Unfortunately there is only a very narrow space

between the lines for such a marker. Maybe it would be better then to display the annotation length
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markers in a separate field of the screen.

Maybe it is interesting to do some experiments with an electronic implementation of the dictation

machine. Anyway, a possibility to repeat the last few words would have to be added. When working with

voice annotations, it is important to have a 100 % reliable and zero response time input medium,

especially for commands like 'pause' and 'stop'. A simple implementation would be the use of special

function keys.

To explore the possible benefits of voice annotations in a fairer way, it would be interesting to do

an experiment with an integreated editor.

Script-annotation system:

Maybe it is more straightforward to say a number after the command extra Le.: extra, one, extra, two,

as a lot of the subjects did. In the present system, one has to use the commands next, previous or

number, after the command extra.

Both systems:

Some subjects expected to select the first annotation on the next page automatically by saying next

after processing the last annotation of a page. In the design phase, this possibility was rejected because

in that case the system could be controlled by just one word: next. A very dull task would be the result.

In that case it would be better to replace the voice input by a reliable command medium, i.e. a

footswiteh or a special key of the keyboard.

Another major improvement would be feedback on and registration of rejections. Rejection feedback

would greatly improve the self-confidence of the user, for he receives a reaction from the system when he

has spoken a command. In this way the user is also certain that the system's communication procedures

(P3200-SUN) operate correctly.

Voice control:

A crucial point of voice control is the design of the dialogue with the system, is it natural? Is the system

transparent, easy to remember? Of course it is possible to make an extended graph describing this

dialogue, with a lot of states, transitions and connected commands, but the question is whether such a

system is easy to control.
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3.4 Conclusions

General

ThegoWs of me experiment were:

elimination of the drawbacks of me fIrst experiment, by having

random access of me voice annotations

improved design to enable a more reliable analysis

diffIculty level of task adapted to subjects

a comparison of script and voice as a medium for me reception of annotations wim special regards to

me influence of the lengm / complexity of an annotation.

exploring me possibilities and drawbacks of voice commands.

The first and third drawback were successively eliminated indeed, me rest of me goals will be discussed

below.

Improved design

The improved design of mis (second) experiment did not result in more interesting quantitative results.

The main reasons for this ramer disappointing result were me uncontrollable variables iliat influenced me

experiment. On me one hand me voice-recognition feature influenced me precision of the processing time

registration, on me other hand mere was a large subject variation due to an individual working style. The

fIrst influence could be eliminated by a more advanced voice-recognition system mat incorporates me

possibility to registrale rejections. The subject variation could be decreased by simplifying me task and

giving more precise instructions on how to process me annotations, e.g. as fast as possible, working

wim strokes and arrows instead of duplicating a sentence etc... Anyway, by trying to force me subject

into a sort of standard working style so mat individual working style differences are eliminated and only

me effect of me variable voice/script is measured.

Voice- I Script annotations

The inquiry shows an overall preference for script. This preference is for me greater part based on me

awkward processing of long voice annotations. However, on letter level me voice-annotation system is

preferred. Wim mese conclusions it should be kept in mind mat a lot of me subjects did not have an

opinion yet. Presumably me efficiency of me voice-annotation system would be improved by me

incorporation of a texl-editing system, allowing me user to type her corrections.

The slight preference for voice annotations on letter level is not reflected in me quantitative data. Only

on sentence level, we see a large (and significant) difference between me use of voice and script

annotations.

Voice commands

The inquiry does not give a general opinion on me use of voice commands. Five subjects thought me

working speed isin~, provided me recognition performance is near 100 %. Four subjects mought

voice commands are equally fast or slower man a keyboard and me rest has no opinion. A lot of subjects

mention some practical limitations of voice commands. They expect problems wim the sensitiveness to
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environmental noise including other people's voices in the same room, the necessity to switch or put off

the microphone in order to talk to someone or to answer a phonecaU. They also fear to distract other

people in the same office by giving voice commands. Maybe the sensitiveness for environmental noise

could be eliminated by an appropriate treshold. To avoid the other expected troubles, the user has to work

alone in a quiet environment.

Also some attention should be paid to the choice of the right headset, preferably the microphone should

be directional and should have a fIxed position with respect to the mouth.
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Appendix A: Stimuli

A.I Documents
Document 1, page 1

-1-

£]SCORING AND STATISTICAL PROCEDURES

For all scoring methods misspellings were not counted wrong

provided the criteria of the particular scoring ~thOd were

met. However, disagreement in tense or number, except for ~
scores, was considered an error. FORTRAN programs were

written for the IBM 1620 to calculate Verbatim, Synon~, and

Redundancy scores. Subjects' responses to items were ~nched

on IBM cards according to specific directions (Appendix B).

Phonetic spellings and other spellings that made it clear

what response was intended were corrected before being

punched. Otherwise, responses were punched as they appeared.

~here a response was ille~hible~the letter B was punched.

A limit of eight letters in length was imposed on responses.

In the few cases where responses exceeded this length, only

the first eight letters of the word were punched but in

every case eight letters proved sufficient to identify a

correct match with the ~iginally deleted word. ~here a

sUbject responded with more than one word, the first word

was taken as his answer.

£] To test whe~r cloze scores ranked passages in terms of

reading difficulty, an external criterion of passage reading

difficulty was required. Such a criterion was provided by

having four experienced reading teachers rank the three

passages in order of difficulty. Cloze procedure as a

measure of reading difficulty was then tested by correlating

cloze rankings with judges' rankings. Judges' rankings as a

criterion may be criticized on the grounds of sUbjectivityf

However, the appropriateness of readability formulae to EJ
assess the diffJculty level of reading materiaGts in Papua

New Guinea is probably more open to question and besides, in

the present case, the four judges showed perfect agreement

1J 1 ) le,.."'th,K,Cl021t tests •• flltIlSU,.CS o( IllIdllbilit" And COl'4'rlhenS;Oft Ab;1itW.
'roc'IOings of the Jntlrn.t;onA1 A••atrlg AS50c;.tton.228-32,4,n,..2,196e.
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by ranking the three passages from easiest to most difficult

1n the order A, B, C.

RESULTS

C
A chi- square value of 1313.453 with 57 degrees of freedom

obtained by a Friedman's two-way analysis of variance

interpreted as a t ratio after ~ldford has a pftbabilty of

less than 8.81. The conclusion was that cloze scores

discriminated between pupils in the experiment.

[] Average scores on each of the three passages expressed as

percentages for the Verbatim, Synonym, Alternative Response,

Grammatical Class, and Redundancy scoring methods are shown

in table 4.1. It is ~ear that all five scoring methods

Ccaused a similar passage ranking. The Synonym score for each

passage differed little from the Verbatim score whereas the

Alternative resp~nse and Grammatical Class scores were

higher than both but, it is to be noted, by an almost

constant quantity.

Table 4.1. Relative Oifficulties of the Three Passages.

Scoring

Procedure

A

'1

Passages

B

'1

C

'1

~~~~:~~~---------------~~~~;---~~~~;--~;~~----------

Synonim C 59.64 413.95 17.64

Alternative Resp. 64.83 45.91 21.82

Grammatical Class 0 55 .49 57.28 26.19

Redundancy 62.33 42.39 19.213
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O
. . C
lSCUSSlon

Of the si~tested hypotheses using three-dimensional

analysis of variance, only the hypothesis concerning the

mean difficulty levels of Passages A, B, and C was not trSl.

For standard- and exact-length blanks the passages were

r~ked in the order of A, B, C, thus confirming the main C
finding of Experiment 1. The maintenance of cloze rankings

of difficulty over Experiments 1 and 2 using dif~rent
samples of subjects indicated in some measure the

readability of cloze procedure as a measure of re~ability.
The principal finding concerned differences between the

mean score for standard-length blanks and the mean score for

exact- length blanks. Although the latter yielded slightly

higher scores than the former for passages at three levels

of difficulty, this difference was not significant. C
The proportion of the total difficulty associated with

each passage showed quite close agreement in passage

dicrimination under two kinds of blank length. Further, the

proportions of total difficulty obtained in Experiment 2

showed close agreement with the proportions of total

difficulty obtained in Experiment 1 under five different

scoring procedures. C
There was evidence thet the use of standard- and exact

length blanks ranked subjects similarly. This finding

together with the non-significant difference between mean

scores for length of blank suggested that ~t for subjects of

similar ability and for passages ~imilar in difficulty to

those in the present experiment, little matters whether

blanks in cloze test be of a standard length or the same
1

length as the deleted word. Some evidence of the
C

I) A.J. klft,.tOft .ftG N.N.wa.Ylr.Rtctftt GtYllo,..ftt. 1ft Rt.G.blllt~ A"r.I •• l.

JOyrft.l or RUGift,. u. (1967) : 44-47.
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concurrent validity of cloze test as measures of general

reading comprehension was yielded by the correlations

(averaged over three passages) between standard- and exact

length versions of the cloze test with the ~atts Test. The

obtained corre~aion coefficients of 8.61 and 8.75

respectivel~ were g~d considering the shortness of the

cloze test. If the ~atts Test has some validity as a measure

of read£J9 comprehension with the present subjects, then so
have cloze tests too.

E~PERIMENT 3:ttnly responses corresponding to the deletion

of the thirty-second and sixty_fourth word were scored since

EJ there items were common to the five deletion rates. Each

subject's scores were summed over the three passages he

completed, giving an individual m~ximim score of six. The

scores of the two missing cases were estimated by

calculating the mean of the remaining observations in the

same cell and rounding this to the nearest integer. The EJ
assumption of random sampling from a homogeneous population
was satisfied.

Table 5.6. Three-dimensional Analysis of Variance

------------- ----------------
Source of Variation df 55 MS F P

------------------ ------
Deletions (A) 4 EJ16 .83 29.131
Difficulties 1 BB.58 BB.58
Levels EJ 2 92.613 46.38
Interaction(AxB) 4 EJ 27.33 43.34 45.77 <13.131
Interaction(AxL) B 16.48 213.61 2.1613 <8.85
Interaction(BxL) 2 1.4135 8.783 8.737 NS



A.2 Annotations

The fIrst number in the list of annotations corresponds with the annotation number used in the analysis:

The fIrst digit detennines the annotation category, the second digit is an identification number of the

annotation within that category. The second number corresponds with the number that was used in the

annotation system, Le. the sequential order number by which a user could select that specific annotation.

Script annotations:

Document 1, page 1.

Lay-out

1 Onderstreep dit kopje

Letter level

11 4 punched

12 5 illegible

13 9 whether

14 11 materials

Word level

21 3 GC volledig uitsehrijven: Grammatical Class

22 6 Voeg 'or omitted' toe.

23 7 Maak hiervan: 'the word originally deleted.'

24 10 Verander 'to assess' in 'for assessing'.

Sentence level

31 8 Voeg de volgende zin in: Marker or analyst reliability was perfect in the case of the four

scores obtained by computer.

Reference

2 Voeg na 'method' een verwijzing naar een artikel in, in de vonn van een voetnoot Ret artikel

is van J.Anderson, de titel is "A Scale to Measure the Reading difficulty of Children's

Books". Het artikel komt uit het University of Queensland Faculty of Education Paper,

Volume 1, nummer 6 uit 1967. Paginanummers 326 tim 342. Wat betreft de notatie van

deze verwijzing gelden dezelfde opmerkingen die ik gemaakt heb over de verwijzing die er al

staat onder aan de bladzijde, in annotatie 12.

12 De juiste notatie en volgorde voor een literatuurverwijzing is:

{Voorletter(s)},{Achtemaam},"{titel artikel}", {Naam tijdschrift}, vol.{nr}, nr.{nr}, (jaar),

p.{ ..-.. }.
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Letter level

15 3 probability

16 7 Response ook met een hoofdletter

17 9 Synonym

Word level

25 2 Niet Guildford maar Gray

26 4 Mean i.p.v. average

27 5 apparent in plaats van clear.

28 6 Vervang 'caused a similar passage ranking' door: 'ranked the passages in the same way'.

Sentence level

32 1 De eerste zin van deze paragraaf moet herschreven worden in: Friedman's two-way analysis of

variance resulted in a chi-square value of 130.453 with 57 degrees of freedom which

interpreted as a t mtio .

Numbers

41 8 Oit geta1 moet vervangen worden door 58.92

42 10 De eerste twee getallen achter Grammatical Class moeten vervangen worden door:

62.51 en 46.45

Document 2, page 1.

Lay-out

1 Oit kopje moet in hoofdletters.

Letter level

11 4 mnked

12 7 Oit moet zijn: reliability

13 9 that

14 11 similar

Word level

21 2 six hypotheses tested

22 3 vervang 'not true' door 'rejected'.

23 6 Vervang different door independent

24 10 Het woordje 'it' moet verplaatst worden tot na de eerstvolgende komma: ...experiment, it

matters little whether......

Sentence level

31 8 Voeg de volgende zin toe:

The Cloze procedure gives a worse measure than the method developed by Watts but we

preferred it for its simplicity.



Reference

5 IDer moet een verwijzing komen naar het artikel van Chris Rankin jr., het heet "The cloze

procedure, a survey of research". Het artikel staat in het " Fourteenth Yearbook of the

National Reading Conference". Volume 14, de pagina's 133 tim 150, uitgegeven in 1965.

In annotatie 12 heb ik al aangegeven hoe een verwijzing er uit moet komen te zien.

12 In dit rapport moot een literatuurverwijzing als voigt genoteerd worden:

{ochtmlaam},{voorletters} ,( Uaartal}),

"(titel van hetartikel}",(naam v.h. artikel) , vol. (nr},p.( ..-.. ).

Dus de naam en het jaartal op een regel en op de volgende regel eerst inspringen en dan de

rest.

Document 2. page 2.

Letter level

15 1 correlation

16 5 Niet 'there' maar 'their'

17 6 maximum

Word level

25 2 vervang good door satisfactory

26 3 Maak hiervan: "then so too have cloze tests."

27 4 Voog hier tussen: 'For each passage'

28 9 Achter 'Difficulties' en 'Levels' missen respectievelijk nog de index (B), en de index (L).

Sentence level

32 7 Vervang de zin: The assumption .... satisfied. door: This resulted in a loss of two degrees of

freedom for total mean square and a similar loss for error mean square.

Numbers

41 8 Dit getal moot vervangen worden door 14.74

42 10 De drie getallen achter 'Int.eraction(AxB)', namelijk de waarden voor de condities SS, MS en

F mooten veranderd worden in 14.55, 52.89 en 36.31 .

Voice annotations:

Document 1. page 1.

Lay-out

1 Onderstreep dit kopje

Letter level

11 4 punched met een U.

12 5 illegible met 1 'g' en zonder 'h'.

13 9 Ik mis een 'h' na de 't' in whether.



14 11 Er zit nog een k in materials

Word level

21 3 GC moet volledig uitgeschreven worden, dus het moet worden: Grammatical Class

22 6 Voeg hier 'or omitted' toe.

23 7 Maak hiervan: 'the word originally deleted.'

24 10 Verander 'to assess' in 'for assessing'.

Sentence level

31 8 Voeg de volgende zin in: Marker or analyst reliability was perfeet in the case of the four

scores obtained by computer.

Reference

2 Voeg na 'method' een verwijzing naar een artikel in, in de vonn van een voetnoot Ret artikel

is van I.Anderson, de titel is "A Scale to Measure the Reading difficulty of Children's

Books". Ret artikel komt uit het University of Queensland Faculty of Education Paper,

Volume 1, nummer 6 uit 1967. De paginanummers zijn 326 tim 342. Wat betreft de notatie

van deze verwijzing gelden dezelfde opmerkingen als die ik in annotatie 12 gemaakt heb over

de verwijzing die er al staat onder aan de bladzijde.

12 De notatie en volgorde voor deze literatuurverwijzing moeten veranderd worden: de juiste

volgorde is: de voorletters v.d. auteur komma naam v.d. auteur komma titel artikel tussen

aanhalingstekens komma de naam van het tijdschrift komma, dan v-o-l punt met het

volumenummer komma gevolgd door or punt en het nummer van de uitgave komma jaar van

uitgave komma p punt met de paginanummers afgesloten met een punt

Document 1, page 2

Letter level

15 3 Ret moet zijn probability

16 7 Om consequent te zijn moet Response ook met een hoofletter

17 9 Synonym wordt gespeld met tweemaal Y-gree.

Word level

25 2 Niet Guildford maar Gray gespeld:(G-R-A-Y)

26 4 Average moet vervangen worden door Mean

27 5 Hier graag apparent in plaats van clear.

28 6 Vervang 'caused a similar passage ranking' door: 'ranked the passages in the same way'.

Sentence level

32 1 De eerste zin van deze paragraaf moet anders gefonnuleerd worden :Friedman's two-way

analysis of variance resulted in a chi-square value of 130.453 with 57 degrees of freedom

which was interpreted as a t ratio etc.

Numbers

41 8 Dit getal moet vervangen worden door 58.92



42 10 De eerste twee getallen achter Grammatical Class moeten vervangen worden door: 62.51 en

46.45

Document 2, page 1

Lay-out

1 Dit kopje moet in hoofdletters.

Letter level

11 4 Ret is ranked met een N van Nico

12 7 Dit moet niet zijn readability maar reliability

13 9 'that' met een 'a'

14 11 similar

Word level

21 2 six hypotheses tested Lp.v. six tested hypotheses

22 3 vervang 'not true' door 'rejected'.

23 6 Vervang different door independent

24 10 Ret woordje 'it' moet verplaatst worden tot na de eerstvolgende komma, dus: na het woordje

'experiment' krijg je : komma "it matters little whether blanks ... " enzovoort.

Sentence level

31 8 Voeg de volgende zin toe: The Cloze procedure gives a worse measure than the method

developed by Watts gespeld:(w-a-dubbel-t-s) but we preferred it for its simplicity.

Reference

5 Rier moet een verwijzing komen naar het artikel van Chris Rankin jr., het heet "The cloze

(c-I-o-z-e) procedure, a survey of research". Ret artikel staat in het" Fourteenth Yearbook of

the National Reading Conference" Volume 14, de pagina's 133 tim 150 , uitgegeven in

1965. In annotatie 12 heb ik gezegd hoe een verwijzing er uit moet komen te zien.

12 In dit rapport moet een literatuurverwijzing als voIgt genoteerd worden: naam auteur komma

voorletters komma jaartal van publikatie kornma titel van het artikel tussen aanhalingstekens

komma naam van het tijdschrift komma vol punt gevolgd door het volumenummer komma

p punt gevolgd door de paginanummers punt.

Document 2, page 2

Letter level

15 5 Niet 'daar' maar 'hun' dus t-h-e-i-r

16 6 maximum meteen u.

17 1 Oit moot correlation zijn.

Word level

25 2 vervang good door satisfactory

26 3 Maak hiervan: "then so too have cloze tests."



27 4 Voog hier wssen: For each passage'

28 9 'Difficulties' en 'Levels' missen respectievelijk nag de index (B), en de index (L) allebei in

hoofdletters en tussen haakjes.

Sentence level

32 7 Vervang de zin: The assumption tim satisfied door: This resulted in a loss of two degrees of

freedom for total mean square and a similar loss for error mean square.

Numbers

41 8 Ditgetal moot vervangen worden door 14.74

42 10 De drie getallen achter 'Interaction(AxB)', namelijk de waarden voor de condities 55, M5 en

F mooten veranderd worden in 14.55,52.89 en 36.31 .



A.3 User manuals

This section contains all documents that had to be consulted by the subjects before starting the
experiment

A. 3.1 Introduction to the system and the experiment

Experiment Spraakbestuurd Annotatiesysteem

In!eiding

U gaat werken met twee annotatiesystemen, het ene systeem werkt met annotaties die
zichtbaar kunnen worden gemaakt op het beeldscherm, bij het andere systeem zijn de
annotaties ingesproken en opgeslagen in het geheugen van een computer. Deze gesproken
annotaties kunnen beluisterd worden m.b.v. een oortelefoon.
Het doel van dit experiment is om de voor- en nadelen van deze media (teksVspraak) eens op
een rijtje te zenen, wanneer ze gebruikt worden om reeds gemaakte annotaties te ontvangen
en te verwerken. Ook willen we wat meer te weten komen over wat gebruikers vinden van
spraakcommando's. Het systeem waarmee U gaat werken wordt n.1. niet bediend met een
toetsenbord, maar via een spraakherkenner.
De totale lengte van het experiment bedraagt ongeveer 2 uur.

Programma

Sessie 1
Trainen van de spraakherkenner.
Oefensessie spraakannotatiesysteem.
Experiment spraakannotatiesysteem.

Sessie 2
Oefensessie tekstannotatiesysteem.
Experiment tekstannotatiesysteem.
Enquete

A.3.2 The manual for the voice-annotation system

Handleiding voor het spraakannotatiesysteem

De verschillende pagina's en annotaties worden zichtbaar gemaakt door spraakcommando's.
Rechtsboven op het scherm is steeds het menu met de op dit moment herkenbare
spraakcommando's te zien.
Links van dit menu kunt U zien wat het laatste woord is. Eventuele mededelingen van het
systeem verschijnen onder het spraakcommandomenu. De tekstannotaties verschijnen
rechtsonder op het scherm wanneer ze geselecteerd worden.
De commando's in het hoofdmenu zijn:

volgende, vorlge en nummer:
Met behulp van 'volgende' en 'vorige' kunt u de annotaties in de volgorde



zoals ze op het scherm staan, selecteren. Wanneer U echter het
commando 'nummer' geeft, verschijnen de nummers van de annotaties op
het scherm en kunt U een annotatie direct selecteren, door het nummer in
te spreken.

pauze, herhaal : Wanneer een annotatie wordt afgespeeld kan deze
zonder het einde af te wachten, worden onderbroken of herhaald. Met het
commando 'pauze' komt men in de pauzetoestand. In de pauzetoestand kan
het afspelen van de annotatie weer gestart worden met 'verder', of men
kan haar over'nieuw laten beginnen met 'herhaal'.

paglna:Selectie van een pagina. (Gevolgd door het nummer van de
pagina)

elnde:Beeindiging van het programma.

Wanneer u aan een nieuwe pagina begint, dus ook aan het begin van een sassie, is er nog geen
enkele annotatie geselecteerd, door 'volgende' te zeggen, kunt U de eerste annotatie
salecteren. U komt ook in deze begintoestand wanneer U met behulp van 'nummer' een
annotatie hebt geselecteerd die niet bestaat (dit kan ook gebeuren doordat het systeem een
getal verkeerd herkent). Wanneer U bent aangekomen bij de laatste annotatie, zal het
inspreken van het commando 'volgende' tot gevolg hebben dat weer de eerste annotatie van
de huidige pagina op het scherm verschijnt. Om van pagina te wisselen, moet U het commando
'pagina' gebruiken, gevolgd door het nummer van de pagina.

Foutieve herkenning

Wanneer een commando niet of verkeerd herkend wordt, kunt U het beste proberen om
het commando opnieuw in te spreken, zo nodig een aantal maien opnieuw. Wanneer U er dan
nog niet uit komt, kunt U de proefleider raadplegen d.m.v. de intercom.

A.3.3 Task description of the voice-annotation system

Taakomschrijving spraakannotatiesysteem

Dit systeem bevat twee pagina's uit een in het Engels geschreven rapport. We
veronderstellen even dat de pagina's door u zijn uitgetypt. De auteur heeft nu de tekst op
type- en andere fouten gecorrigeerd en op enkele plaatsen aanvullingen en/of veranderingen
aangebracht. Deze correcties zijn in het systeem opgeslagen in de vorm van
spraakannotaties. Het is de bedoeling dat u de annotaties bij elke bladzijde beluistert en
verwerkt, door de voorgestelde verbeteringen aan te brengen in de gedrukte teksten (die
identiek zijn aan de pagina's tekst op het beeldscherm) die bij dit experiment worden
uitgereikt. Wanneer er niet voldoende ruimte is op het papier, kunt U eventueel uw correcties
op een apart blaadje schrijven en deze correcties merken met b.v. een ". Overigens is het
niet erg wanneer U de tekst inhoudelijk niet begrijpt, daar gaat het in dit experiment niet om.
Mocht U de juiste spelling van Engelse woorden die U gedicteerd worden niet kennen, dan kunt
U het beste een gokje wagen met een vraagteken erachter (of aileen een vraagteken) in het
geval van een woord met onbekende spelling. Het is in ieder geval niet de bedoeling dat U erg
lang nadenkt over de spelling van een woord wat gedicteerd wordt.

Succes!



A.3.4 The manual for the script-annotation system

Handleiding voor het tekstannotatiesysteem

De verschillende pagina's en annotaties worden zichtbaar gemaakt door spraakcommando's.
Rechtsboven op het scherm is steeds het menu met de op dit moment herkenbare
Spraakcommando's te zien.
Links van dit menu kunt U zien wat het laatste woord is. Eventuele mededelingen van het
systeem verschijnen onder het spraakcommandomenu. De tekstannotaties verschijnen
rechtsonder op het scherm wanneer ze geselecteerd worden.
De commando's in het hoofdmenu zijn:

Yolgende, Yorlge en nummer:
Met behulp van volgende en vorige kunt u de annotaties in de volgorde
zoals ze op het scherm staan, selecteren. Wanneer U echter het
commando 'nummer' geeft, verschijnen de nummers van de annotaties op
het scherm en kunt U daarna een annotatie direct selecteren, door het
nummer in te spreken.

paglna: Selectie van een pagina (gevolgd door het nummer van de pagina)

elnde: Beeindiging van het programma.

extra: U kunt hierna een extra annotatie zichtbaar maken, zonder dat de
vorige annotatie van het scherm verdwijnt. Het is nodig om voor iedere
extra annotatie die U wilt selecteren, het commando 'extra' in te
spreken.
Bijv.: U wilt annotatie 1, 2 en 4 tegelijk zichtbaar maken. Dit kunt U
doen door achtereenvolgens in te spreken: 'nummer', 'een', 'extra',
'volgende', 'extra', 'nummer', 'vier'. Wanneer U nu een nieuwe annotatie
selecteert, zonder eerst 'extra' te hebben gezegd, verdwijnen de
annotaties 1, 2 en 4 van het scherm.

Wanneer u aan een nieuwe pagina begint, dus ook aan het begin van een sessie, is er nog geen
enkele annotatie geselecteerd. Door 'volgende' te zeggen, kunt U de eerste annotatie
selecteren. U komt ook in deze begintoestand wanneer U met behulp van 'nummer' een
annotatie hebt geselecteerd die niet bestaat (dit kan ook gebeuren doordat het systeem een
getal verkeerd herkent). Wanneer U bent aangekomen bij de laatste annotatie, zal het
inspreken van het commando 'volgende' tot gevolg hebben dat weer de eerste annotatie van
de huidige pagina op het scherm verschijnt. Om van pagina te wisselen, moet U het commando
'pagina' gebruiken, gevolgd door het nummer van de pagina.

Foutieve herkenning

Wanneer een commando niet of verkeerd herkend wordt, kunt U het beste proberen om
hat commando opnieuw in te spreken. zo nodig een aantal malen opnieuw. Wanneer U er dan
nog niet uit komt, kunt U de proefleider raadplegen d.m.v. de intercom.



A.3.5 Task description of the script-annotation system

Taakomschrijving tekstannotatiesysteem

Dit systeem bevat twee pagina's uit een in het Engels geschreven rapport. We
veronderstellen even dat de pagina's door u zijn uitgetypt. De auteur heeft nu de tekst op
type- en andere fouten gecorrigeerd en op enkele plaatsen aanvullingen en/of veranderingen
aangebracht. Deze correcties zijn in het systeem opgeslagen in de vorm van tekstannotaties.
Het is de bedoeling dat u de annotaties bij elke bladzijde leest en verwerkt, door de
voorgestelde verbeteringen aan te brengen in de gedrukte teksten (die identiek zijn aan de
pagina's tekst op het beeldscherm) die bij dit experiment worden uitgereikt. Wanneer er niet
voldoende ruimte is op het papier, kunt U eventueel uw correcties op een apart blaadje
schrijven en deze correcties merken met b.v. een *. Overigens is het niet erg wanneer U de
tekst inhoudelijk niet begrijpt, daar gaat het in dit experiment niet om.

Succes!



A.4 Inquiry

Enqueteformulier Experiment Spraakbestuurd Annotatiesysteem

Nu U aan ons experiment hebt meegedaan. zouden wij nag graag Uw mening over de gebruikte
apparatuur en haar werking willen vragen. De eerste vragen doen misschien wat persoonlijk aan

maar zijn aileen badoeld om de resultaten van het experiment wat bater te kunnen
interpreteren.

1. Wat is uw leeftijd?

Wat is uw beroep?

2. Welke opleiding heeft U gehad?

3. Heeft U in uw dagelijks werk te maken met computers of tekstverwerkingsapparatuur? Zo
ja. met welke apparatuur en met welke programma's?

4. Welke ervaring heeft U met de Engelse taal?

- Had U in dit verband moeite met het verstaan van de gedeeltes Engelse taal in de
spraakannotaties?

5. Heeft U ervaring met dicteerapparatuur?

6. Heeft U problemen gehad met de bediening van een van beide annotatiesystemen, wat
betreft:

• de spraakherkenner, zo ja. hoe vaak gebeurde dit, wat waren de problemen en was dit
hinderlijk?

• spraakversie:

- tekstversie:

- het onthouden van de commando's, en de werking van de systemen. Heeft U bijvoorbeeld
een van beide gebruiksaanwijzingen wei eens geraadpleegd?

- Waren er nog meer dingen die mis gingen? Zo ja, welke?

7. Zou U met een van beide annotatiesystemen willen/kunnen werken in een professionele

situatie, en waarom? Kunt U dit toespitsen op het gebruik van een spraakherkenner en het
feit dat annotaties nu niet op papier staan maar in het computergeheugen zijn opgeslagen?
- praktische waarde in professionele werkomgeving:

- gebruik spraakherkenner als commando-medium:

• annotaties in het computergeheugen in combinatie met de originele tekst die ook in de
computer is ingevoerd:



8. Heeft U een voorkeur voor een van beide annotatiesystemen, kunt U de voor- en nadelen van
beide ncemen?
spraak:

tekst:

Kunt U dit nuanceren naar de verschillende soorten annotaties, zoals typefouten,
tekstwijzigingen etc?

typefouten:

veranderen of verplaatsen van een of enkele woorden:

veranderen of vervangen van een complete zin:

9. Wat vindt U van de geluidskwaliteit van de spraakannotaties?

10. Wordt U door het dragen van een hoofdmicrofoon gehinderd?

11 . Wat vindt U van de lay-out van het beeldscherm? Oat wil zeggen,
de positie en grootte van
- de tekstannotaties

- de systeem-mededelingen; waren ze opvallend genoeg?

- de systeem-terugmeldingen van het laatst herkende woord en de huidige
commandowoorden?

12. Waren er hinderlijke wachttijden? 20 ja, welke?

13. Vond U het scherm onrustig, in die mate dat het U hinderde? 20 ja, wanneer precies?

14. Welke commandomogelijkheden mist U of zouden U handig lijken?

15. Hoe vaak werd een commando
- niet herkend? (b.v. nooit, soms, vaak etc.)

- foutief herkend?

Vond U dit hinderlijk?

16. Heeft U nog andere opmerkingen/suggesties over het systeem of het experiment?

Hartelijk dank voor Uw medewerking!



Appendix B: Data

B.l Subjects
Table 7 shows a survey of the subjects' answers on question I through 3 of the inquiry. Every subject was a
professional secretary except subject 13 who was a professional translator.

Table 7: Background information on the subjects

Subject Age Education Computer experience

1. 25 Gymnasium TrotI'

2. 32 MEAO P5020, VAX
3. 36 MULO, several courses P5020, VAX-Latex
4. 20 HAVO, Schoevers Wang, AES, WP-plus
5. 41 VWO, secr. course Wordperfect
6. 45 MMS, secr. course PC
7. 53 Gymnasium, secr. course Apollo
8. 35 MO-B Dutch Wang
9. 38 MULO Wang PC, Wang OIS, Etap
10. 41 MMS, secr. course Wang
11. 40 Management secretary Wordstar
12. 21 VWO, secr. courses AES, Wang, PC. WP+
13. 26 English language (Univ.) Etap, Wordperfect
14. 23 VWO, management secretary WP 5020, VAX
15. 24 Gymnasium, managenent secr. AES, Wang-OIS
16. 21 VWO, Schoevers Texas Instr., Spellbinder
17. 21 VWO, secr. course PS02O, Wordperfect
18. 26 HAVO, several courses Etap
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B.2 Individual answers on questions 7 and 8 of the inquiry.

We start by recalling questions 7 and 8:

Question 7:

Would you be able / would you like to work with one of the annotation systems in a professional

situation and why? Please concentrate your answer on the use of a speech recognizer and the fact

that annotations are not written on paper but are stored in computer memory.

practical value in professional working environment: (1)

speech recognizer as a command medium: (2)

annotations in computer memory in combination with the original text that is also stored in

the computer: (3)

Question 8:

Can you mention the advantages and disadvantages ofboth systems?

(4)
Do you have a general preference for one of the systems? (5) What is your preference in case of

these kinds ofannotations:

correction oftyping/spelling errors (6)

changing or moving one or several words (7)

changing or replacing a complete sentence. (8)

The answers of each subject on these questions are listed according to this scheme:

Subject no.
professional use

(1)

speech commands

(2)

annotations in computer memory

(3)

voice

(4)

script

(4)
preference

(5)

typing errors

(6)

correcting words

(7)



correcting sentences
(8)

When an entry is missing for a specific subject. she did not answer that question or had no opinion.

Subject 1
professional use

The correction on paper can be replaced by a WP-like system.

speech commands
There is no big difference with a keyboard.

annotations in computer memory

voice
- It's hard to keep up with the pace of the speaker( not in case of typing).

script
+ Permanently readable. therefore maybe faster.

prefereru:e
Script. no difference in case of typing the corrections.

typing e"ors
Equally fast

correcting words
It's not necessary to explain a correction, because the correction is visible.

correcting sentences
Equally fast

Subject 2
professional use, speech commands

When recognition is good. I'd like to work with the script-annotation system.

annotations in computer memory
When recognition is good. I think the script-annotation system will work faster than the conventional

pen and paper method.

voice
- It's hard to insert long sentences and paragraphs.

script
+ Works faster because the annOlation remains visible as long as needed.

prefereru:e
Script.

Script is preferred for all kinds of annotations.

Subject 3
professional use

speech commands
Would cause a lot of noise if everybody in a room would use the system!

annotations in computer memory
Good.



voice
+ More personal.

+ I rather listen to a voice than peer at a screen.

- Headset is not comfortable.

script
+ Easy to search back.

+ The right spelling of a word is (supposed to be) on the screen.

preference
Script.

typing errors
Equal.

correcting words
Equal.

correcting sentences
Script.

Subject 4
professional use

speech commands
Will be annoying in an office with more people in the same room.

annotations in computer memory
Not better.

voice
- You have to repeat the whole annotation when you have missed just one word.

script
+ You can read and re-read the annotations at ease.

preference
Script.

typing errors
Voice is preferred for its speed and clearness.

correcting words and sentences
Script is preferred because it's hard to keep up with the voice annotations.

Subject 5
professional use

Yes.

speech commands
I think that a keyboard works faster.

annotations in computer memory
Useful for more complex scientific word-processing tasks.

voice
- Difficulty with the intelligibility of words.

script
+ Easier

preference
Script.



typing e"ors. co"ecting words and sentences
No difference.

Subject 6
professional use

speech commands
Useful for visually disabled people.

annotations in computer memory
I object against dictation equipment, I prefer personal contact with people. otherwise I feel like a

machine.
prqerence

No preference. useful for visually or auditively disabled people.

typing e"ors and co"ecting words
Script-annotation system is time independent, you don't have to use the replay and pause command.

co"ecting sentences
ScripL

Subject 7
professional use

speech commands
Yes.

annotations in computer memory
More efficient

voice
+ Faster.

script

prqerence
Voice.

typing errors
Voice.

correcting words
Voice.

co"ecting sentences
Voice, provided the dictation pace is not too fast, i.e. with pauses after 3 or 4 words.

Subject 8
professional use

speech commands
It works efficiently, but it could be disturbing in situations when the telephone rings or a visitor enters

the room.

annotations in computer memory
You can work without any paper.



voice

script

prtference
Voice.

typing errors

correcting words

correcting sentences
I would like a special announcement for inserting a sentence in order to prepare myself for it.

Subject 9
professional use

Not practical because conversations etc. are not possible without switching or putting off the
microphone.

speech commands
Funny, but limited in application.

annotations in computer memory
Good.

voice
- The 'pause' command doesn't stop the playing of an annotation at once.

script

+ Immobile and pennanently readable until the next command.
prtference

Script
typing errors

Script.
correcting words

Script.
correcting sentences

Script.

Subject 10
professional use

Only after more experience with the syslem, I can give an opinion on this.
speech commands

Idem.
annotations in computer memory

After a period of habituation the system will be just as fast or sometimes faster than written
annotations.

voice
- Rather slow, because you have to wait until the annotation is fmished.
+ Clear instructions especially in the case of little corrections.



script
+ Clear. in case of correcting sentences you can copy from the annotation.

prefereru:e

typing e"ors
Voice.

co"ecting words
Voice.

co"ecting sentences
ScripL

Subject 11
professional use

I'd like to work with the system if the recognizer would be faster.
speech commands

annotations in computer memory
It's unlikely that e.g. a professor wants such a computer in his room. he will prefer to make
handwritten annotations.

voice

script

prefereru:e
No.

Subject 12
professional use

No.

speech commands
Easy, because your hands are free.

annotations in computer memory
I think it's difficult to use the system in practice especially to make annotations. Probably it's easy to

make voice annotations.
voice

- It requires continuous concentration. when you are diverted. you have to start at the beginning.
script

+ The annotation remains visible until you remove it.
prefereru:e

Script.
typing errors

Voice is faster.
correcting words

Script.
co"ecting sentences

Script.



Subject 13
professional use

sPeech commands
I think a keyboard works faster.

annotations in computer memory
I think this system is less suitable for foreign languages.

voice
- The user has to be trained in receiving a dictation.

script

preference
Script.

typing errors
Equal.

correcting words
Equal.

co"ecting sentences
Script.

Subject 14
professional use

Yes.

sPeech commands
Yes, faster.

annotations in computer memory
Yes.

voice
+ Faster because you can type (write) at once without reading frrsl

script
+ Less spelling errors.

preference
?

typing errors
Equal.

co"ecting words
Equal.

co"ecting sentences
Script.

Subject 15
professional use

Works fast.

SPeech commands
WorksfaSl

annotations in computer memory
Working with voice annotations is somewhat awkward when you've missed a word.



voice
+ If the dictation pace is a bit slower, it probably works faster.

script
+ When I read something it sticks better in memory.

preference

typing errors
Voice (faster).

correcting words
Voice (faster).

correcting sentences
Script, because the spoken annotations are too fast When the dictation would be slower, I would prefer

the voice-annotation system.

Subject 16
professional use

speech commands

annotations in computer memory
I think voice annotations are more efficient, but you have to know the annotator and he has to speak

clear. But I prefer the conventional pen and paper method.
voice

script

preference
No.

typing errors
Voice.

correcting words
Voice.

correcting sentences
Script.

Subject 17
professional use

The system will respond to speech of other people in the same room as well, one has to be alone to

control the system well. I think it will be embarrassing when you speak to a computer and you are not
alone.

speech commands
I like working with it, but I don't think it works faster than a keyboard.

annotations in computer memory
Voice: handy, fast for the annotation maker, script: cumbersome, but it's easier to edit the script

(using the annotation itself).

voice
- Yau can't repeat just one or a few words.



+ Faster for the annotation maker.
script

- It's a bit cumbersome.
+ The annotations are clear to read (clear font).

preference
Script, you can use your own pace.

typing errors
Annotations are cumbersome, it' better for an annotator to correct typing errors at once.

correcting words
No preference.

correcting sentences
Script is preferred (one is not troubled by the speaking pace of the annotator).

Subject 18
professional use

If the recognition is 100 % , the sysl.em works faster.
speech commands

Idem.
annotations in computer memory

The system can be better than the conventional working method because you don't have to look from
paper to screen and vice versa.

voice
It's hard to keep up with the dictation of long sentences. If recognition of the word pause then is not
reliable, the playing of the annotation does not stop and you have to replay the annotation from the
beginning.

script
This annotation system is clearer, you only have to pay attention to the screen.

preference
Script.

typing errors
Equal.

correcting words
Equal.

correcting sentences
Script.



B.3 Experimental data

These tables show the processing times (in seconds) and standard deviations from the figures 9 a-h in

§2.8. The reading/listening time is defined by the minimal time to read or to listen to an annotation.

The minimum and maximum processing times are 'real' processing times, calculated from the event data.

Document 1 voice

_.._------------------------------------------------------------
annotation listening minimum mean maximum standard

number time proc. time proc. time proc. time deviation

--------------------------------------------------------------------
11 6 9 14 29 7
12 8 8 12 15 4
13 7 10 18 39 10
14 6 8 10 14 2
15 6 10 14 23 5
16 9 10 15 24 4
17 8 10 13 17 3
21 10 17 28 69 17
22 7 13 19 21 5
23 7 15 20 27 5
24 8 12 20 28 6
25 11 12 18 36 8
26 6 9 14 21 4
27 7 10 15 22 5
28 14 21 22 49 9
31 22 74 90 116 19
32 33 107 185 236 39
41 8 9 12 14 2
42 17 19 29 42 9
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Document 1 script

-----------------------------------------------------------------

annotation listening minimum mean maximum standard

number time proe. time proe. time proe. time deviation

-------------_..._------------_..._-------------------------------------------

11 3 8 17 34 9
12 3 7 14 23 30
13 3 9 13 21 4
14 4 8 12 16 3
15 3 8 15 27 6
16 4 7 13 26 6
17 3 7 12 17 5
21 5 14 29 84 23
22 3 11 22 47 14
23 4 16 23 37 6
24 3 14 27 76 20
25 4 10 16 25 5
26 3 8 13 21 5
27 4 9 13 19 3
28 5 29 36 45 7
31 7 45 57 71 10
32 7 63 95 121 22
41 4 7 12 23 5
42 5 16 21 32 5

Document 2 voice

-------------------------------.._-------------------------------------
annotation listening minimum mean maximum standard

number time proe. time proe. time proe. time deviation

------------------------------------------------------ ...-----------------

11 8 8 11 19 4
12 9 13 21 67 19
13 7 7 11 15 3
14 7 8 13 30 7
15 6 7 14 20 4
16 11 13 18 23 4
17 8 7 16 43 11
21 12 13 20 26 6
22 7 12 15 20 3
23 8 11 15 23 4
24 20 21 32 49 9
25 8 12 17 32 6
26 12 15 30 58 14
27 17 17 25 40 7
28 9 15 25 38 8
31 17 91 127 188 30
32 32 85 122 203 41
41 9 10 13 15 2
42 27 29 35 51 7
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Document 2 script

--------------------------------------------------------------------

annotation listening minimum mean maximum standard

number time proc. time proc. time proc. time deviation

---------------------------------------------------------------

11 3 7 14 26 7
12 3 10 16 24 5
13 3 7 11 13 2
14 4 5 13 21 5
15 3 11 17 28 7
16 4 10 14 31 7
17 3 7 12 15 3
21 4 13 19 33 6
22 3 11 16 21 4
23 4 8 17 26 5
24 6 26 38 66 13
25 4 12 16 20 3
26 3 23 39 78 24
27 5 16 27 53 14
28 4 18 27 38 6
31 7 61 75 89 11
32 9 58 77 119 18
41 3 10 16 37 9
42 7 26 41 82 23

Subject variations

This table shows the individual mean processing times for each category of annotations as well as the

individual average processing time over all voice- and all script annotations.

-----------------------------------------------------------
subject letter letter word word sentence sentence total total

number voice script voice script voice script voice script

--------------------------------------------------------------.------_..._-------------- ...------------------------------------

1 17.2 12.7 24.1 24.5 91.0 78.0 28.9 26.9
2 17.1 17.7 26.6 35.0 115.0 85.0 32.1 32.0
3 11.6 9.4 16.9 16.1 88.0 54.0 22.7 17.2
4 14.3 16.9 21.3 22.6 145.0 78.5 31.9 27.1
5 12.7 11.0 15.9 19.1 146.0 64.5 28.0 19.5
6 9.9 12.3 22.6 18.8 101.0 72.5 26.3 21.5
7 11.3 16.0 21.6 20.8 154.5 84.5 31.8 25.8
8 10.3 9.1 19.5 28.6 137.5 70.0 28.4 25.3
9 15.7 16.3 26.1 37.1 123.5 79.0 31.6 35.3

10 11.4 11.6 22.5 17.8 103.5 58.0 27.4 19.3
11 17.9 19.3 23.1 29.0 153.5 87.5 35.8 29.8
12 11.7 11.7 17.5 25.1 137.0 64.5 27.8 25.4
13 10.7 10.4 20.0 17.1 144.5 68.0 30.5 19.9
14 26.1 14.7 28.0 26.0 163.5 96.0 41.1 28.8
15 13.3 9.6 27.0 15.5 115.5 68.0 26.6 18.8
16 17.7 21.3 22.5 25.0 176.0 104.0 36.6 32.5
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Appendix C: Software

The executables and source files of the annotation systems are in the directories:

-kraaij/newann/tekst and -kraaij/newann/spraak.

Running an experiment

- connect the serial port of the PC to port ttya on the Sun.

- connect the output of the conversion box to port ttyb on the Sun.

- Train the vocabulary file antek2.voc on the PC: Voice template file (subjectname).V1F

- voice-annotation system:

- type spraak {subjeclname} at the PC prompt

- start spraakannolaliesysleem in the directory -kraaij/newann/spraak

- script-annotation system:

- type leksl {subjeclname) at the PC prompt

- start lekslannolaliesysleem in the directory -kraaij/newann/tekst]

Running a demonstration:

Same actions, but use the shell-scripts DEMO_spraak or DEMO_leksl. This will prevent data storage.

Short description of files:

Directory -kraaij/newannltekst

annotekst3.pl datatekst2.pl tekstrnenu2.pl c_utilities.pl c_utilities.c :

source files of the script-annotation system

Makeftle: makes the executable runtekst3

tekstannotatiesysteem: runs an experiment

DEMO_tekst: runs a demonstration

a_d* : fonnatted annotation texts

+ a number of graphics pictures and text files that are used in the experiment

Directory -kraaij/newann/spraak

annospraak2.pl dataspraak2.pl spraakrnenu2.pl c_utilities.pl c_utilities.c :

source files of the voice-annotation system

Makefile: makes the executable runspraak2

spraakannotatiesysteem: runs an experiment

DEMO_spraak: runs a demonstration

+ a number of graphics pictures and text files that are used in the experiment

Directory tape on PC:

w_d* : voice-annotations

Listings can be consulted through Ir. L. Beuk.
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